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Abstract
This paper proposes a theoretical equation for the Newtonian constant of gravitation G derived from
the fine–structure constant α, electron charge e, Rydberg-Infinity constant R∞ and the strength of a
quantum of the gravitational force Fg defined by a stunningly simple integer geometric relation to
the fourth power of the speed of light c:
Gproposed = α10 · (e · R∞ )-−4 · (4 · π · μ0 )-−2 · Fg m3 · kg-−1 · s-−2 

Introduction
The current literature value of the Committee on Data for Science and Technology (CODATA) for the Newtonian constant of gravitation
G is only known to few experimental digits (6.67384 x 10-−11 m3 kg-−1 s-−2 with a standard uncertainty of 1.2 x 10-−4 or 6.67384(80) x 10-−11
in concise form) [1]. This is problematic when compared to the measurement precision of other fundamental constants like the electron
charge e, the Planck constant h (and hence the fine–structure constant α) or especially the Rydberg constant R∞ which is currently
available with a several orders of magnitude higher precision than G. We present a simple equation (derived by ⅈSpace theory [2-3],
representing a partially discrete 10 dimensional spacetime geometry with changed distance definitions) which allows to calculate a
theoretical value for G solely based on the much more precise and well-known electromagnetic constants α, e, R∞ and μ0 multiplied with
the attractional force of a quantum of gravitation Fg . This quantum physical force is defined by the relation Fg /FE =FE /FPl (quoting the
original definition “the ratio of the gravitational force to the electrostatic force equals the ratio of the electrostatic force to Planck force”)
[4]. It is a very interesting detail that the numerical value of Fg in ⅈSpace theory is basically defined by the integer ratio of 3/c4 , which can
be understood when viewed from the point of ⅈSpace intrinsic integer geometric theoretical properties. It is also quite notable to see the
fine–structure constant in the form of α10 . When assembled into the proposed equation a much improved precision for the value of
Newtonian constant of gravitation G can be achieved (compared to the current CODATA value), whereas when assembled into its ⅈSpace
theoretical form an exact theoretical value can be derived for G as well as e, h, α and R∞ .

Methods
Influence of used unit systems
The constants of nature have always been a subject of intensive experimental and theoretical work both inside and outside of the scientific
community. Their values, dependencies and inter-relationships when applied to a mathematically reasonable and physically consistent unit
system have always been of key interest, starting with practical metrological problems (like reliably measuring length and time) down to
far reaching conclusions about the fate of our universe based on results from established theories like quantum mechanics and theory of
relativity. These theories, their predictions and with that mathematically derivable constraints are under a constant surveillance and
monitoring from experimental results with a typically ever increasing precision. On rare occasions however, when new experimental
results do not fit historically derived and accepted data, it can even happen that the error range of some constants need to be extended and
hence the known precision for these constants (or set of dependent constants) is actually decreased.
The very complex task of calculating and proposing a consistent set of numerical values with precisely known relative error for all
constants of nature is routinely done by the international Committee on Data for Science and Technology (CODATA), deriving and
publishing their so called recommended values from experimental and theoretical input data both wheighted and normalized to be actually
used in all worldwide scientific activities within a cycle of typically 4 years [1][5-7]. Although a wide number of historically significant
unit systems exist and some like CGS are still in use by many scientists for a number of reasons (some of which might relate to personal
and/or technical convenience), the officially recommended and internationally agreed upon unit system to be used today is the SI unit
system.
Outside of the SI units especially the Planck units continue to play an important role in many different physical theories since their initial
definition by German physicist Max Planck in 1899. This unit system has been cleverly set up, such that its five universal base constants
(the Newtonian gravitational constant G, the reduced Planck constant ℏ, the speed of light c, the Coulomb constant 1/4πϵ0 and the
Boltzmann constant kB ) normalize to 1 by definition. These units are also considered to be the primary form of natural units, since their
values arise from properties of fundamental physical theories and not from arbitrary defined parameters or human made artefacts based on
experimental results. Nevertheless all calculations and equations in this paper are carried out in units of the SI system, even when referring
to Planck units such as the Planck charge or the Planck force later on.
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of the SI units especially the Planck units continue to play an important role in many different physical theories since their initial
definition by German physicist Max Planck in 1899. This unit system has been cleverly set up, such that its five universal base constants
(the Newtonian gravitational constant G, the reduced Planck constant ℏ, the speed of light c, the Coulomb constant 1/4πϵ0 and the
Boltzmann constant kB ) normalize to 1 by definition. These units are also considered to be the primary form of natural units, since their
values arise from properties of fundamental physical theories and not from arbitrary defined parameters or human made artefacts based on
experimental results. Nevertheless all calculations and equations in this paper are carried out in units of the SI system, even when referring
to Planck units such as the Planck charge or the Planck force later on.
Any physically reasonable theory must not depend in any way on specific numerical or geometric properties of its preferred unit system
and should hence be expressible in other unit systems in an equivalent form. On the other hand this is only partially true, for example any
numerical scaling effect on possible relations between two constants which could be easily visible in one unit system might be covered
when some base units such as speed of light c, elementary charge e or Planck constant h are defined to 1 in another unit system:
RK = von Klitzing constant =

h
e2

[Ω]

(1)

By using only the dimensionless ratio of constants (whenever available) the effect of arbitrary artefacts of a unit system can be avoided:
α = fine–structure constant =

e2

1
·

(2)

4 · π · e0 ℏ · c

Historically the speed of light c has been dependent on a meter artefact, which had in turn been based on a relation to a sector of the polar
circumfence of earth. The 17th General Conference on Weights and Measures (CGPM) decided to adopt the SI value of the speed of light
c in 1983 to the following exact per definition value, which fixes the length of the meter in terms of the speed of light in vacuum and a
much more precise and easy to measure frequency defining the second:
m
c = c0 = speed of light in vacuum = 299 792 458 (exact)
(3)
s
This value could still be thought of an artifact, but it is actually not as the SI also defines c to be related to the physics of the Ampere by
first cleverly specifying an exact value and thoughtful unit for the magnetic constant μ0 and then deriving an exact value and unit for the
electric constant e0 by relating to c2 :
μ0 = magnetic constant =

4·π V ·s
·
N A-−2  (exact)
107 A · m

e0 = electric constant =

1
μ0 · c2

F m-−1  (exact)

(4)

(5)

Sometimes there also exists a so called conventional value for some constants, in the case of RK for example RK-−90 (6) which also has been
adopted (actually truncated) to an exact value to cope with certain measurement requirements in lab applications. This must not be
mismatched with an experimentally derived RK or with the value of a calculated RK based on (1):
RK-−90 = conventional value of von Klitzing constant = 25 812.807 [Ω] (exact)

(6)

While we do refer to and rely on the exactness of the definition of c, we do not make any reference to any of the available conventional
constant values in SI. The perceived exactness in those is something entirely different than the exactness, that would result from the
currently planned true adoption of the measurement value of several primary physical constants in the near future. However, this step will
not make all constants suddenly to become an exact physical relation, but some as of today exactly defined constants like μ0 and e0 will
become measurement based values prone to a to be determined relative uncertainty in the future.

Influence of measurement precision
Some of the constants of nature like RK (relative standard uncertainty ur = 3.2⨯10-−10 ) can currently be measured with a much higher
precision than others like elementary charge e (ur = 2.2⨯10-−8 ) and Planck constant h (ur = 4.4⨯10-−8 ). In addition, many have a direct
physical and hence mathematical dependency on each other. When using a known (or assumed and accepted) dependency between
constants like in the case of RK , the value of a constant like the fine–structure constant α can sometimes be indirectly gathered with a
higher numerical precision than by direct experimental measurement of the original individual physical constants e and h:
μ0 · c
2

=

α=

4 · π V 299 792 458
· ·
[Ω] (exact)
2
107 A
μ0 · c

α=

2

1
·

RK

μ0 · c e2
·
h
2

(7)

ur = 3.2 ⨯ 10-−10

(8)

ur ≃ 2.2 ⨯ 10-−8

(9)

The value of α (which has been used here just as an example to demonstrate the principle) could only be measured by experimental
determination of e and h to about 7 significant digits, but when the exactness of the relation of RK from (1) is assumed and accepted, the
value of α can be improved by using the experimental result of RK to about 9 significant digits.
In the case of the very important Newtonian constant of gravitation G (ur = 1.2⨯10-−4 ) the extreme discrepancy in precision relative to
nearly all other constants is especially disturbing. Many physical equations, especially in the area of Planck constants, have either direct or
indirect relations with G, due to which the best known precision for these is basically also reduced to the precision of G:
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G

lPl = Planck length =

ℏ·

tPl = Planck time =

ℏ·

mPl = Planck mass =

ℏ·

[m]

c3
G
c5

[s]

c
G

[kg]

ur ≃ 1.2 ⨯ 10-−4

ur ≃ 1.2 ⨯ 10-−4

ur ≃ 1.2 ⨯ 10-−4

(10)

(11)

(12)

Having an independent relation for G would not only increase the measurement precision to that of the related constants, but would also
give a strong hint that the quantum world (the very small) is somehow connected with the whole universe (the very large), which is an idea
that has become known a long time ago as the “Dirac large number hypothesis”.
To the best of my knowlegde no symbolic relation of G to other physical constants is currently known.

Implementation
The proposed equation for G
This paper proposes a theoretical equation for G based on the much more precisely known fine–structure constant α, the electron charge e,
the Rydberg-Infinity constant R∞ , the magnetic constant μ0 which is currently exactly defined in SI and the assumed key ingredient yet to
be determined, the numerical value of Fg representing an extremely small attractive force of the hypothetical quantum of gravitation:
Gproposed = α10 · (e · R∞ )-−4 · (4 · π · μ0 )-−2 · Fg m3 · kg-−1 · s-−2 

(13)

At this point one might reasonably expect to be given an explanation about the derivation of this equation, but before we should do this
(there is actually a very elaborate and complex to present story behind the derivation of this equation) we will better initially just focus on
the background and derivation of Fg to show the physical significance of this by all means only hypothetical force factor first.

Derivation of Fg by physical reasoning
Although there have been many speculations about the possible nature of the gravitational force, like an assumed relation to the Planck
constants due to its weakness, no one has been able to come up with a generally accepted hypothesis yet. As gravitation is assumed to be
an attractive force based on the distortion of continous 4-dimensional spacetime geometry, any theory proposing a quantized version of
gravitation will naturally be based on the still hypothetical graviton in one form or another.
Einsteins theory of general relativity has predicted the existance of the graviton for a long time, but i have been unable to the best of my
knowledge to find anything substancial on possible equations to determine the strength of gravitation (or even a single graviton) in a
numerically solid and physically plausible way, until i recenty found the following equation in "The Universe is Only Spacetime" [4]:
Fg
FE

=

FE

(14)

FPl

Quoting the author John A. Macken: “the ratio of the gravitational force to the electrostatic force equals the ratio of the electrostatic force
to Planck force”. Hence the strength of a quantum of gravitation Fg in the proposed form results in an extremely small quantum physical
force defined by the relation of the square of the strength of the electrostatic force FE devided by the strength of the Planck force FPl :
Fg = force quantum of gravitation =

FE 2

(15)

FPl

Knowing that, we seemingly just need to derive symbolic equations for the well-known electrostatic force FE and the Planck force FPl .

Derivation of electrostatic force FE
Before we start with the derivation of FE , we will initially check the value and unit of all other physical constants FE is dependent on. To
clearly indicate a value has been taken from the official CODATA source (currently CODATA 2010), we will add a small SI suffix to the
respective constants and include its relative standard uncertainty in concise form in the initial assignment:
elementary charge e - (SI unit [C] or [A·s])
e = eSI = 1.602 × 176 × 565 (35) x 10-−19 [C]

ur = 2.2 ⨯ 10-−8

(16)

fine–structure constant α - (unitless)
α = αSI = 7.297 × 352 × 5698 (24) x 10-−3

ur = 3.2 ⨯ 10-−10

Rydberg constant R∞ - (SI unit [m-−1 ])
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R∞ = R∞SI = 10 × 973 × 731.568 × 539 (55) m-−1 

ur = 5.0 ⨯ 10-−12

(18)

The Coulomb constant CC can simply be derived from ϵ0 and is an exactly know entity in SI unit system:
CC = CCSI =

μ0 · c2

1
=

4 · π · ϵ0

4·π

= 8.987 × 551 × 787 × 368 × 1764 x 109 m · F-−1  (exact)

(19)

Then we calculate the Planck-Charge qPl from ratio of e to the root of α based on SI measurements of e and α:
e

qPl = qPlSI =

= 1.875 × 545 × 957 (41) x 10-−18 [C]

ur = 2.2 ⨯ 10-−8

(20)

α
Next we calculate Compton wavelength λc,e for the electron based on SI measurements of R∞ and α:
α2

1
λc,e = λcSI ,e =

·

R∞

2

= 2.426 × 310 × 2389 (16) x 10-−12 [m]

ur = 6.5 ⨯ 10-−10

(21)

Now we calculate the reduced Compton wavelength or the Compton-Radius Rλc,e of the electron:
Rλc,e =

λc,e
2·π

= 3.861 × 592 × 6800 (25) x 10-−13 [m]

ur = 6.5 ⨯ 10-−10

(22)

Multiplied with the coulomb constant CC, we finally identify and calculate a numerical value for the required electrostatic force FE based
on the square of the ratio of the Planck charge qPl to the Compton-Radius Rλc,e of the electron:
FE = FESI = CC ·

qPlSI
Rλc,e

2

= 0.212 × 013 × 688 (19) [N]

ur = 9.3 ⨯ 10-−9

(23)

Derivation of Planck force FPl
Before we start with the derivation of FPl , we will as well check the value and unit of all other physical constants FPl is dependent on. And
this is the point where we are in for a somewhat unpleasant surprise, as we can see that the desired Planck Force is defined to be cyclically
dependent on the value of the Newtonian gravitational constant G, the one we actually claimed to be able to derive in (13):
FPl = FPlankSI =

c4

(24)

GSI

But of course not all is lost by now, otherwise we would not have started in the first place. To get out of here, we just ignore the above
identified cyclic dependency on G for a moment and calculate a numerical value for FPl based on the available precision of G taken from
CODATA 2010. All we need to do is just to be fully aware that taking G from the NIST database leads to an equally unprecise FPl value:
G = GSI = 6.673 × 84 (80) x 10-−11 m3 · kg-−1 · s-−2 
FPl = FPlankSI =

c4
GSI

= 1.210 × 34 (15) x 1044 [N]

ur = 1.2 ⨯ 10-−4

(25)

ur = 1.2 ⨯ 10-−4

(26)

Derivation of force FgSI for initial estimation of Fg
Now that we are fully aware of imposing the same cyclic dependency on G induced by FPl in (26) also on FgSI , we are nevertheless at least
able to calculate an initial numerical value for the assumed force quantum of gravitation Fg. This is of course not at all what we would
need to calculate an independent G from the equation proposed in (13). But even a numerically weak candidate describing the assumed
hypothetical force quantum of gravitation with the available precision of G could be considered quite a step forward, as this will help to
show that Fg is indeed an entity with a plausible physical background and not just an arbitrary numerical result of an equation:
FgSI = initial value for Fg cyclically dependent on GSI =

FE 2
FPl

= 3.713 × 82 (45) x 10-−46 [N]

ur = 1.2 ⨯ 10-−4

(27)

Of course it must be fully clear, that alone by knowing this force value (or any other parameter of a hypothetical particle as the graviton)
will not just allow one to go back to the lab and make a short verification measurement. At first sight the derived force is so extremly
weak, that no experiment one can think of will ever have a chance to make use of the calculated mantissa or even verify this result just to
the range of the calculated exponent. But we would not have tried so hard (and wasted both our and your precious time), when there would
not be a little secret escape hatch from this trap as well.
We know from FPl that Fg is dependent on c4 so it is only reasonable to do a quick normalization check, which will tell us what the value
of FgSI would result to when the speed of light c would have been defined to unity:
Fgc=1 = FgSI ·

c
1

m

4

= 2.999 × 88 (36) x 10-−12 ≃ 3 x 10-−12 [Nc=1 ]

ur = 1.2 ⨯ 10-−4

(28)

s

This is indeed an interesting and i believe also a very important result. We are talking about the force of a quantum of gravitation and
cancelling out the effects of all human artifacts from the fourth power of the speed of light c resulting in something that close to the integer
value 3 should not carelessly be called accidental. Another good reason to12th
assume
this result
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be accidental,
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This is indeed an interesting and i believe also a very important result. We are talking about the force of a quantum of gravitation and
cancelling out the effects of all human artifacts from the fourth power of the speed of light c resulting in something that close to the integer
value 3 should not carelessly be called accidental. Another good reason to assume this result might not be accidental, is that the precision
of the number of digits suggesting to round up to the integer 3 are about on par with the relative error of GSI (ur = 1.2⨯10-−4 ) we started this
calculation with in the first place.
If we allow ourselves to follow the integer hypothesis based on this facts, the resulting mantissa of FgSI will exclusively be determined by
the simple integer ratio of 3/c4 . Besides reasoning a bit about the obvious simplicity, this is also a beautiful result based on what factors
gravity or the force of a graviton logically ought to be based on, especially when viewed from the prespective of theory of relativity. Of
course there is also a purely decadic factor of 10-−12 to be taken into account, but as we did a correction to c4 this would exponent-wise also
nicely fit to be just a much smaller additional decadic factor of 1000 associated to c (without any regard to a possible physical reasoning of
this factor yet).
But the strongest reason why this result should be considered an integer is however indicated by something we didn’t even talk about yet:
in a certain form of a somewhat unusual integer geometry based on and defined by the rarely seen mathematical concept of using a
changed distance definition we see that the circular number on which this primary quantized geometric space operates will naturally just
become the integer number 3. In practice this circular number is typically defined as π3 = Pi3 = Pi3 = 3 to be easily recognized and not to
be mismatched with the euklidic circular number π (3.14159…).
So the initially numeric factor of 3/c4 could be interpreted in fact to be π3 /∕ c4 in such a geometry, which results in a numerically identical
but now integer geometrically reasoned relation with runity being the quantum geometric unit radius of 1 and the factor of 1/2 indicating
that obviously the force of (a minimum of) 2 gravitons is required to attract each other with half of the predicted force:
1 2 · π3 · runity
·
2
c4

3
c4

=

(29)

You may call this whole thing a trick, but we have just called it ⅈSpace.

Derivation of force Fg - proposed ⅈSpace value
We can finally present the proposed value for the force quantum of gravitation Fg based on a simple integer relation to the forth power of
the speed of light c. And unsurprisingly this is even an exact value by the very nature of the definition of c in SI unit system. I can fully
understand that your initial reaction might likely classify this as just another case of useless numerology. On the other hand this might be a
matter of more careful judgement, because what we are talking about here is not alone the simple one digit integer factor 3 (three). To
classify such a small integer factor in relation to c as simple numerology might be enought for many others to instead raise a discussion.
In addition we have shown in the previous chapter, that this integer number can be interpreted as a circular number in ⅈSpace, an unusual
integer geometric system yet to be discussed in far greater detail. We will do this to the extent possible in the chapters to come, but the
primary purpose and focus of this paper is to propose an independent relation of G to other well-known physical constants with a much
lower relative error. And we have nearly achieved this goal, as the only previously unknown and difficult to derive factor in (13) was in
fact Fg and we have already shown this must necesserily be considered an exact factor for several reasons unveiled in the last chapter.
So based on the assumptions about (28) we are able to setup a both physically and ⅈSpace unit wise plausible relation for Fg which is
independent of G (in ⅈSpace the use of electrical units is typically preferred, but otherwise everything is still fully compliant to SI):
Fg = FgⅈSpace =

1
2

1 [V]
·

1 [A]

1 [s]

1

2 · π3 · 1  
m

·
·
·
[N] (exact)
299 792 458 · 103 299 792 458 · 103 299 792 458 · 103 299 792 458 · 103

Fgnumerical ≃ 3.71397044170836071737542521562948054964752 … × 10-−46 [N] (arbitrary precision)

(30)

(31)

Of course we can easily develop many similar equations resembling a slighty different algebraic form and some possibly different unit
associations, for example by directly refering to the speed of light c including its unit or by aggregating the identified decadic digits to a
speed factor in 3 dimensions:
Fg =

1
2

·

1 [V] · 1 [m] 1 [A] · 1 [m] 1 [m] 2 · π3 · 1 [Hz]
·
·
·
[N] (exact)
c · 103 [s]
c · 103 [s] c · 103
c · 103
Fg = 1[V] · 1[A] ·

1
10

4



[m]

3

3
·

[s]

c4

[N] (exact)

(32)

(33)

There are several other interesting possibilities we have analysed but do not want to further go into that here. Just accepting this relation
will finally enable our ability to calculate a value for the proposed G with a much increased precision.

Results
Improved value for G
Based on the equations (4), (13) and (30) we are now able to derive a much improved value for G based on the current experimental values
for eSI (16), αSI (17) and R∞SI (18) times the single exact ⅈSpace theoretical value for the hypothetical quantum of gravitation Fg:
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Gimproved = α10 · (e · R∞ )-−4 · (4 · π · μ0 )-−2 · FgⅈSpace m3 · kg-−1 · s-−2 
GSIimproved = 6.674 × 111 × 41 (58) x 10-−11 m3 · kg-−1 · s-−2 

ur = 8.7 ⨯ 10-−8

(34)
(35)

Where to go from here
What we have delivered so far is the proof of concept that there is indeed a substantial gain in precision for the Newtonian constant of
gravitation G to be expected by following the proposed path up to this point. This requires just to accept both the proposed equation (13)
and the crucial value of Fg defined by equation (30). But of course we can fully understand how difficult this must be, given the fact that
we have not yet delivered the information one could reasonably expect: to fully disclose the path of derivation for these equations and
especially equation (13).
This is however very difficult, primarily because it will need much more than an initial overview over the concepts of ⅈSpace theory which
is unfortunately unpublished as of yet (there is one small exception to this as an early state of the work on ⅈSpace and its relation to the
constants of nature has been presented by the author at Wolfram Science Summer School 2012) [2].
So it is unfortunately not at all unreasonable to assume, that any conservative minded reader might still consider this whole work as just
another case of numerology, and this despite all the in our personal view very convincing reasons presented so far not to do this. When
looking at related similar situations in the history of science and especially at early results of quantum physics, we can see that many from
todays perspective extremely important physical achievements like the derivation of the Balmer formula and later from there the Rydberg
constant have actually started with some purely empirical observations. Based on initially empirical work like this Niels Bohr and many
others have been able to finally find proper physical interpretations or even whole new theories based on ever improved measurement
results and a thorough analysis of the available possibilities.
I dare to hope that readers following the path and results of this paper to this point will by now also read on to the chapters describing the
very basics of ⅈSpace, explaining the principle and consequence of using a changed distance definition and the mathematically extremely
simple equations of some typically used base geometries defining these spaces, primarily the emerging circular number and other overall
integer geometric properties, which range from simple apparent square and hexagonal structures to fractals. Without promising anything,
i wholeheartedly believe the following chapters to contain many interesting, subtle and possibly even important concepts not to be missed.
This is especially true considering the statement at the end of the introduction to this paper, which was meant to be more an understatement
than unthoughtful exaggeration. The question where a strange and unusual integer geometric concept like ⅈSpace can be fruitfully applied
in practice might be answered by sequentially following the equations in "Exact Symbolic Equations for Physical Constants - SI Table"
attached to this paper in Mathematica-9 notebook and formatted PDF form (and i have feedback to better sit down before doing this) [3].

Rationale for discretization of space-time
Some physicists have thought about the possibility of deriving the constants of nature from first principles, for example from some basic
physical equations or continuum mathematical (integral) relations, in other words based on pure mathematical dependencies. Some argue
that this cannot be possible, or should not even be tried.
Some physicists have thought about the possibility of everything being built up from integers, where literally the whole universe is either
quantized or dependent on quantum-geometric relations, there are no continuous variables. Some argue that this is not possible, as
movement in such a system would not be rotationally invariant and due to violations of similar other constraints.
However, we agree with the idea that the current state of the art of science is that our universe is not discretized, which is among a
multitude of other possible reasons likely because of the following arguments:
; Einsteins theory of relativity dictates spacetime to be a 4-dimensional entity of continous flexibility, where masses can aggregate to a
critical mass until forming a black hole. A black hole will bend spacetime in a way, that not even light is able to escape from it after
passing the associated event horizon. The mass of a (non rotating) black hole is finally aggregated at its singularity, a mathematical
point with a diameter of 0 (zero) as the equations of relativity imply (and where they loose their ability to provide further useful
predictions).
; Using the very successful theory of quantum mechanics implies to follow a strange and complicated mathematical schema called
renormalization to actually derive reasonable results compliant to experiment. The complex recursive integral math required to
actually do this mandates space-time to be a continuum, or the prequisite assumption of applying a theoretically ever increasing
number of integrals would need to be modified by either something like an upper limit to this recursion or in the extreme by using
summation instead of integration.
; The electron and some other particles are assumed to be point particles, which mainly arises due to the math describing their
properties. Although largely unknown today, already Dirac has shown that certain parts of equations related to particle speed would
require an excess in the speed of light when the electron would not be a point particle and hence can only be wrong. This in turn of
course mandates the existence of a continuum where such a point particle is allowed to exist in the first place, at least theoretically.
While many follow the idea that the Planck-length is the ultimate basis for a geometrically reasoned minimal length, there has been recent
experimental evidence for the fact that the length scale for quantum geometric theories need to be shifted to a much more smaller size than
the Planck-length, around or even below 10-−48 meter [8]. While mathematically obvious, it should be noted that the root of 1048 is 1024 ,
which is exactly the number (and also the SI prefix Yotta) working as a primary integer geometric scaling factor in ⅈSpace theory.
From the infinite pool of possible ideas the author has choosen to focus on a partially discrete space-time model, which is both directly
and indirectly implied by geometrical and logical constraints imposed by ⅈSpace. So while we are aware that this approach is beyond
mainstream models, the application of ⅈSpace integer geometric ideas are successful to analyze the constants of nature and especially their
inter-relationship and values.

Discretization of space-time in ⅈSpace theory
First of all there is no such thing as a singular ⅈSpace. Both the dimensionality as well as the ⅈSpace integer geometric circular number will
vary by choosing a so called base geometry. Fully describing ⅈSpace is out of scope, but some important properties can be explained.
The following image shows a typical example of a more complex and apparent 2-dimensional fractal version of an ⅈSpace known as Spiral
Honeycomb Mosaic or SHM. Taking a linear path through this fractal space will follow the blue arrows showing many self similar
discontinous jumps of ever increasing distance when the resolution of this space
is increased
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The following image shows a typical example of a more complex and apparent 2-dimensional fractal version of an ⅈSpace known as Spiral
Honeycomb Mosaic or SHM. Taking a linear path through this fractal space will follow the blue arrows showing many self similar
discontinous jumps of ever increasing distance when the resolution of this space is increased in powers of 7.

The Spiral Honeycomb Mosaic (SHM) represents an example of a fracal ⅈSpace variant with interesting properties

While the concept of a partially discretized multi-dimensional integer geometric space seems hard to explain, the actual mathematical rules
of ⅈSpace are surprisingly simple (but not trivial), so hopefully it suffices to show their set of program rules to get the basic idea. The
following describes the rules for some typically used types of ⅈSpace with a circular number of 3 or 4 when currently applied by the author
to the field of searching for relations to and within the constants of nature as shown in this paper.
Using the intrinsic integer-geometric circular number 3 of an ⅈSpacePi3 unit circle with properties of a hexagonal honeycomb based on a
LEGO like changed distance definition with probabilistic discrete “hops” [9] leads to the following program rules for implementation:
iSpacePi3UnitCircleRadius = r = 1 (*⋆ r ∈ Integer *⋆)
iSpacePi3UnitCircleAreaWithBorder = iSpacePi3UnitCircleArea = Pi3 *⋆ r2 + Pi3 *⋆ r + 1 = 7 (*⋆ r ∈ Integer *⋆)
iSpacePi3UnitCircleAreaWithoutBorder = iSpacePi3UnitCircleInnerArea = Pi3 *⋆ r2 -− Pi3 *⋆ r + 1 = 1 (*⋆ r ∈ Integer *⋆)
iSpacePi3UnitCircleCircumfence = 2 *⋆ Pi3 *⋆ r = 6 (*⋆ r ∈ Integer *⋆)
iSpacePi3UnitCircleCircumfence ⩵ iSpacePi3UnitCircleAreaWithBorder -− iSpacePi3UnitCircleAreaWithoutBorder ⩵ True (*⋆(!)*⋆)
iSpacePi3UnitCircleCircumfenceArea = iSpacePi3UnitCircleCircumfence = 6 (*⋆ iSpace-−Pi3 circle circumfence hasis also an equal *⋆AREA*⋆ (!) *⋆)
iSpacePi3UnitCircleAreaAtRadius0 = iSpacePi3UnitCircleInnerArea = 1 (*⋆ Pi3*⋆02 -−Pi3*⋆0+1=1 at r=0 ∈ Integer is an iSpace point or borderless circle *⋆)
iSpacePi3UnitCircleAreaWithoutBorder ⩵ iSpacePi3UnitCircleInnerArea ⩵ True
iSpacePi3UnitCircleAreaWithBorder ⩵ iSpacePi3UnitCircleInnerArea + iSpacePi3UnitCircleCircumfenceArea == True
iSpacePi3UnitCircleHexagonalBorderStickLength = iSpacePi3UnitCircleCircumfence  Pi3 = 2 (*⋆ sticks have diameter-−1 (!) length to form HEXAGONAL border *⋆)
iSpacePi3UnitCircleDiameter = iSpacePi3UnitCircleSquareSideLength = iSpacePi3UnitCircleHexagonalBorderStickLength + 1 = 3 (*⋆ Pi3 circle is HEXAGONAL (!) *⋆)
iSpacePi3UnitCircleDiameter ⩵ 2 *⋆ r + 1 ⩵ True (*⋆ r ∈ Integer, it is VERY IMPORTANT to note the "+1" factor here (!) *⋆)
iSpacePi3UnitCircleArea ⩵ iSpacePi3UnitCircleCircumfence + 1 ⩵ True (*⋆ (!!) *⋆)
iSpacePi3UnitCircleArea ⩵ iSpacePi3UnitCircleDiameter2 -− 2 ⩵ True (*⋆ (!!!) *⋆)

The above box summarizes the program rules for ⅈSpacePi3 with circular number π𝜋3 = Pi3 = Pi3 = 3 (exact)

Using the intrinsic integer-geometric circular number 4 of an ⅈSpacePi4 unit circle with properties of an odd square based on a LEGO like
changed distance definition with probabilistic discrete “hops” [10] leads to the following program rules for implementation:
iSpacePi4UnitCircleRadius = r = 1 (*⋆ r ∈ Integer *⋆)
iSpacePi4UnitCircleAreaWithBorder = iSpacePi4UnitCircleArea = Pi4 *⋆ r2 + Pi4 *⋆ r + 1 = 9 (*⋆ r ∈ Integer *⋆)
iSpacePi4UnitCircleAreaWithoutBorder = iSpacePi4UnitCircleInnerArea = Pi4 *⋆ r2 -− Pi4 *⋆ r + 1 = 1 (*⋆ r ∈ Integer *⋆)
iSpacePi4UnitCircleCircumfence = 2 *⋆ Pi4 *⋆ r = 8 (*⋆ r ∈ Integer *⋆)
iSpacePi4UnitCircleCircumfence ⩵ iSpacePi4UnitCircleAreaWithBorder -− iSpacePi4UnitCircleAreaWithoutBorder (*⋆ (!) *⋆) == True
iSpacePi4UnitCircleCircumfenceArea = iSpacePi4UnitCircleCircumfence = 8 (*⋆ iSpace-−Pi4 circle circumfence hasis also an equal *⋆AREA*⋆ (!) *⋆)
iSpacePi4UnitCircleAreaAtRadius0 = iSpacePi4UnitCircleInnerArea = 1 (*⋆ Pi4*⋆02 -−Pi4*⋆0+1=1 at r=0 ∈ Integer is an iSpace point or borderless circle *⋆)
iSpacePi4UnitCircleAreaWithoutBorder ⩵ iSpacePi4UnitCircleInnerArea ⩵ True
iSpacePi4UnitCircleAreaWithBorder ⩵ iSpacePi4UnitCircleInnerArea + iSpacePi4UnitCircleCircumfenceArea ⩵ True
iSpacePi4UnitCircleSquareBorderStickLength = iSpacePi4UnitCircleCircumfence  Pi4 = 2 (*⋆ sticks have diameter-−1 (!) length to form SQUARE border *⋆)
iSpacePi4UnitCircleDiameter = iSpacePi4UnitCircleSquareSideLength = iSpacePi4UnitCircleSquareBorderStickLength + 1 = 3 (*⋆ Pi4 circle is SQUARE (!) *⋆)
iSpacePi4UnitCircleDiameter ⩵ 2 *⋆ r + 1 == True (*⋆ r ∈ Integer, it is VERY IMPORTANT to note the "+1" factor here (!) *⋆)
iSpacePi4UnitCircleArea ⩵ iSpacePi4UnitCircleCircumfence + 1 ⩵ True (*⋆ (!!) *⋆)
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iSpacePi4UnitCircleArea ⩵ iSpacePi4UnitCircleCircumfence + 1 ⩵ True (*⋆ (!!) *⋆)
iSpacePi4UnitCircleArea ⩵ iSpacePi4UnitCircleDiameter2 ⩵ True (*⋆ (!!!) *⋆)

The above box summarizes the Program rules for ⅈSpacePi4 with circular number π𝜋4 = Pi4 = Pi4 = 4 (exact)

Finally we briefly summarize some notes on interesting constraints and possible applications of ⅈSpace geometry (for the moment this
paper and its attachments make only use of ⅈSpacePi3 and ⅈSpacePi4 , hence the circular numbers π3 , π4 and basically the subtle relation of
circle radius to diameter):
; ⅈSpace coordinates are not points in the euclidean sense, but extended objects of unit length.
; The center of an ⅈSpace coordinate system is typically assigned the coordinate 1,1 (and not 0,0 at axis crossing).
; Distances are measured in terms of probabilistic discrete “hops” between adjacent unit cells, which are tiling an ⅈSpace.
; The tiles representing an ⅈSpace base geometry are typically adjacent, but can also be seen as a stretchable network of unit cells.
; Stretching or bending the network of unit cells representing the base geometry will not change hop distance between unit cells.
; Due to ⅈSpace coordinates themselves being objects of unit length it is necessary to include (or exclude) 2D geometrical objects (like
border lines) in all area and volume related calculations.
; Please note that the last point is especially essential for approporate ⅈSpace calculations related to the correct dimension (size) of
ⅈSpace objects and (physical) properties like their mass.
; The role and handling of the number 0 (zero) in ⅈSpace for all 1D geometrical objects (points) is crucial, especially related to
singularities (both mathematical and physical ones).
; ⅈSpacePi4 circles must have an odd diameter to qualify themselves as such (to gain circle properties).
; If the diameter of an ⅈSpacePi4 circle is even, the created object will instead qualify as a regular square.
; All ⅈSpacePi4 circles (with an odd diameter) can nonetheless also be treated like squares (because thats what they are).
; The area of both circles and squares in ⅈSpacePi4 calculate to d squared (d2 = (2 · r + 1)2 = π4 · r2 + π4 · r + 1).
; In ⅈSpacePi3 all radii lead to valid circles.
; Even ⅈSpacePi3 circles (with hexagonal appearance) can be treated as squares by shifting every second grid row 1/2 unit width.
; Geometrical ⅈSpace objects like discretized circles can represent quantized angles only (enforced by ⅈSpace geometry itself, which
differs substancially from Euklidian geometry in regular space).
; All ⅈSpace objects except an ⅈSpace point have boundaries of unit width 1 (and not infinitely thin fence lines).
; The center of ⅈSpace circles is a unit cell of width 1 (and not an Euklidian point of “width” 0 (zero)).
; And most important: the diameter d of an ⅈSpace circle has the property of d=2·r+1 due to the center cell (and not d=2·r).
A far more detailed paper with a primarily mathematical focus on history, definitions and subtleties like the role of 0 (zero) in ⅈSpace
geometry (for π3 , π4 , π6 , the fractal SHM and beyond) is currently in preparation. Some typical ⅈSpace base geometries are shown below:

Examples for typically used base geometries like a π𝜋3 , a π𝜋4 , a fractal SHM and a stretchable π𝜋3 ⅈSpace (from left to right)

Conclusion
The road to the exact ⅈSpace theoretical values of Planck constant h, electron charge e and with this fine–structure constant α paved the
way to find a simple yet highly plausible ⅈSpace quantum-geometric equation for the very weak force of gravitation [2-3]. This made it
possible to identify further exact symbolic equations for the only unprecise measured Newtonian gravitational constant G, as well as the
very precise measured Rydberg constant R∞ all of which fully fit to and comply with past and current normalized CODATA measurement
and theoretical results [1][5-7].
With this toolset at hand and by using appropriate software [11] it is only work to derive the exact value for nearly all Planck constants
(except kB related temperature), which in turn allowed with an exact R∞ to construct an electron model and derive its mass and charge
factors from ⅈSpace geometry, primarily based on the concept of Golden-Ratio and the rarely seen mathematical tool of using a changed
distance definition. By taking the derived electron and Planck mass it was even possible to get an exact value for αG, the unitless gravitational coupling constant. Following the simplicity of the road from exact per definition constants like speed of light c and magnetic
constant μ0 in SI unit system over concepts like ⅈSpace base time to all the symbolic relations allowing arbitrary precision for more than
50 constants of nature many of which are primary and/or fundamental can be mind boggling.
We are confident to conclude that the electron is geometrically not a point particle, let alone an euclidic one. It shows a very rich internal
structure, building up mass by the help of R∞ and charge by the help of Golden-Ratio and the revealed equations suggest in many ways we
should get comfortable with a most likely 10D space-/subspacetime, 6D of which seem to be folded in a very interesting and surprising
way which could best be described as an integer variant of a Calabi-Yau model in some discrete space like NKS [12-13]. But of course all
this can also be some big coincidence, seeing exponents like α10 right at the heart of the gravitational constant G [14]. Please come to your
own conclusion and check the equations yourself [3].
This may or may not have convinced you by now that ⅈSpace is really not just a tricky numerical coincidence but a clever - if not natural way to express many of the integer based (quantum) relations in the arena of the quest to determine a theoretical reasoning for the values
and inter-relationship of primary physical constants like G, e, h, KJ and α. Philosophical questions behind a universe “architectured” by
small prime numbers and some unusual integer geometric reasoning are however
beyond the
scope of this
paper. 2015, Prague, Czech Republic
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This may or may not have convinced you by now that ⅈSpace is really not just a tricky numerical coincidence but a clever - if not natural way to express many of the integer based (quantum) relations in the arena of the quest to determine a theoretical reasoning for the values
and inter-relationship of primary physical constants like G, e, h, KJ and α. Philosophical questions behind a universe “architectured” by
small prime numbers and some unusual integer geometric reasoning are however beyond the scope of this paper.
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